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FV BUZZ
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!
Thursday, June 4 
5:30-7PM
Picnic & Year End Celebration: 
PTA & Chorus  Bring food to 
share!!

Friday, June 5
2:00-2:30PM
K-2 4th Quarter Awards Assembly
We will celebrate the 
achievements of our Falcons 
during the 4th Quarter
2:45 - 3:15PM
3-5 grade 4th Quarter Awards 
Assembly.

Thursday, June 11 
5th Grade Graduation - 9:30AM

LAST DAY OF SCHOOL!!!

Melisse: best part of being a 5th grader the responsibility and the freedom; best spot on campus library; favorite 
field trip was Duke Gardens.  Jeremy: favorite field trip was Stone Mountain; specials memory Dodge Ball is the 
best PE game; will miss my teachers that helped me succeed, single word to describe FV: “EPIC!!”.  Nick: best part 
of being a 5th grader new opportunities; specials memory, add-it-on-tag in PE; will miss the, single word to 
describe FV: “amazing”.  Brandon: best part of being a 5th grader being the big ones around school; best spot on 
campus playground; favorite field trip was  beach; specials memory  clay project in Art; will miss friends, single 
word to describe FV “#awesome”.  Elizabeth: best part of being a 5th grader responsibility; best spot on campus art 
room & my kindergarten classroom; favorite field trip was Stone Mountain; specials memory basketball in PE; 
will miss the friendly atmosphere, single word to describe FV: “amazing”.  Seth: the best part of being a 5th grader all 

the teachers; best spot on campus is  5th grade classroom; favorite field trip was 
Stone Mountain; specials memory  the good old days in PE---great game days 
and free time; will miss the great people, single word to describe FV: “best”. 
Alec: the best part of being a 5th grader responsibility; best spot on campus soccer fields; favorite field trip was  Stone 
Mountain; specials memory plate/basket/chair art project; will miss the soccer field, single word to describe FV: 
“fun”.  Catherine: best spot on campus art room or gym; favorite field trip was Stone Mountain; specials memory any 
ink pen project; will miss everyone, single word to describe Forest View: “fruitful”.  Angely:  best part of being a 5th 
grader graduation; best spot on campus art room; favorite field trip was  Duke Gardens; specials memory playing 
recorders; will miss the teachers , single word to describe FV: “awesome”.  Sam: the best part of being a 5th grader you 
feel good about how smaller kids look up to you; best spot on campus gym; favorite field trip was  Museum 
of Life and Science; specials memory making pinwheels; will miss all my good memories from 6 years at FV, single 
word to describe FV: “amazing”.  Christian: the best part of being a 5th grader being an example for younger kids; best 
spot on campus gym; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials memory playing clarinet; will miss friends, 
single word to describe FV: “memorable”.  Yaneli: the best part of being a 5th grader cool field trips; best spot on 

campus soccer fields; specials memory writing the song in music; will miss hanging out with friends, single word to describe FV: “incredible”.  Nate: the 
best part of being a 5th grader learning new stuff; best spot on campus computer lab; favorite field trip was beach; specials memory weaving with Ms. 
Flowers; will miss my friends and teachers, single word to describe FV: “epic ”.  Riley: best part of being a 5th grader being the oldest that everyone looks 
up to; best spot on campus library!; favorite field trip was mountains; specials memory capture the flag in PE; will miss the  diversity and teachers, single 
word to describe FV: “diverse”.  Matthew:  best part of being a 5th grader clubs; best spot on campus computer lab; favorite field trip was beach; specials 
memory  drawing with ink; will miss friends, single word to describe Forest View: “amazing”.  

Beloved AIG teacher Sandy Johnston is retiring this year after many years 
of teaching at Forest View.  In fact, Ms. Johnston has been at Forest View 
since it opened over twenty years ago!
“I think the best thing about Sandy is how she has adapted to so many 
changes—both changes in the curriculum and changes with people at 
the school. She gets along with everyone. She’s been great to work with.”
“She comes up with really interesting ways to describe things,” says 5th 
grader Charlotte, who has enjoyed having Ms. Johnston both as a teacher 
as her Battle of the Books coach.  “She’s good at figuring out how to teach 
each kid in a way they’ll understand best,” says Annie, another 5th grader. 
“She challenges you in a good way.” “I love math because of Ms Johnston,” 
says former student and current 8th grader  Esmé Wheeler. “She’s a fantastic teacher. I still miss her.”Forest View 
students, staff, and parents will all miss Ms. Johnston. We will be thinking of her enjoying time with her grandkids!!

Ms. Johnston is Retiring!!

More 5th Grade Responses

June is here!   It’s hard to believe summer is upon us already.  
It has been a great year---so many special events and 
moments come to mind….too many to name.  As always, 
our goal is to make Forest View the best it can be: a safe and 
effective environment for our students to learn.    I am so 
fortunate to work with great people every day—our children, 
our staff, our parents, and our community at large.  We 
thank you parents for being our partners, we thank you for 
supporting all of our school-wide events, we thank you for 
contributing your time and money to benefit our school, and 
we thank you for your words and deeds of encouragement 
which “fill our buckets” more than you realize.  As the EOG’s, 
Field Days, celebrations, and promotions become history—
let us look forward to the summer where we can renew, 
reflect, recreate….and you guessed it—READ together!

     Summer reading is encouraged by experts everywhere—from the US Department of Education to our very own Ms. Graves.  So get out your READO 
boards, sign up for the Durham County Library Reading program, settle onto your beach towel or your bean bag, and READ. There are lots of summer reading 
programs, offering prizes and suggestions for books to read: 
     Forest View “READO” boards.  Every student will bring home a READO board, courtesy of Ms. Graves.  Get involved with your child’s progress through the 
various reading requirements (everything from award-winning novels to cookbook recipes).  Hang it in the kitchen, suggest reading material, and encourage 
your child to start working through it early in the summer.  Durham County Public Library Summer Reading Program:  If your kids like prizes, they’ll love the 
library reading program. Sign them up, help them track their “minutes read”, and then collect prizes at the library. There’s even a big party at the beginning 
(June 13th) and at the end (August 8th) where kids get to “dunk” Ms. Graves! OH, AND THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL WITH THE MOST PARTICIPANTS WHO 
REGISTER AND EARN 600 POINTS WILL WIN A 3D PRINTER. WE WANT TO WIN THAT PRINTER!!!!!!!!! SIGN UP NOW!  Here are the details: 
               -  Saturday, June 13, 2015. 10:00 am - 1:00 pm. Northgate Mall. Performers, music, games, face painting and more.  
Sign up online (at http://durhamcountylibrary.org/summerreading/), or at any Durham County Library location.   Earn Summer Reading points by recording 
the number of minutes you read between June 13 and August 8.  Redeem your points for prizes at any Durham County Library location.  Earn 600 points 
to be eligible for the grand prize drawings at the end. Barnes and Noble summer reading program.   Kids in K-6 can earn a free book by reading at least 8 
books.  For rules and book suggestions, see, http://www.barnesandnoble.com/u/summer-reading/379003570/, or visit any Barnes and Noble store.  
     For more book suggestions, check out: Scholastic.com—suggestions ranging from Ten Pigs: An Epic Bath Adventure (for kindergarteners) to Marie 
Antoinette, Serial Killer, for young adults. The ReadNC initiative encourages parents to choose summer books for their children based on their child’s Lexile 
score.  See https://www.lexile.com/fab/read-nc/   Or ask a children’s librarian.
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Forest Views from our Graduating 5th Grade Class 5th Graders Reflect on their time at Forest View:

Téa: the best part of being a 5th grader clubs; best spot on campus is art room; favorite 
field trip was Week at the Creek; specials memory “Terrible Trees” PE game; will miss 
the teachers, single word to describe FV: “Awesome”.   Tahtlinea: the best part of being 
a 5th grader clubs; best spot on campus is gym; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; 
specials memory playing the ukulele; will miss the fun people, single word to describe 
FV: “amazing”.  Asha:  the best part of being a 5th grader my friends and the fun; spot 
on campus is library and art room; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials 
memory singing “the cat came back”; will miss the diversity and the teachers, single 
word to describe FV: “awesome”.  Pranav:  the best part of being a 5th grader  privileges 
; best spot on campus is outside fields; favorite field trip was Stone Mountain; specials 
memory  playing Battleship in PE; will miss everybody, single word to describe FV: 
“cool”.  Danielle: best spot on campus is SOCCER fields & library ; favorite field trip was 
Bennett Place; will miss the teachers, single word to describe FV: “fun and happy”.  
Melissa: the best part of being a 5th grader we get to do fun things; best spot on campus 
is the soccer field; favorite field trip was  Duke Gardens; will miss my friends and teachers. 
Aria: best part of being a 5th grader being a leader of the school; best spot on campus art 
room; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials memory 4th grade clay tiles in Art; 
will miss everything, single word to describe FV: “educational”.  Victor: best spot on 
campus the classrooms because it is the place I made friends with teachers and new 
people; favorite field trip was New Hope Creek because it was one of most beautiful 
places I’ve been; specials memory the first time I touched a recorder; will miss my best 
friends and teachers, single word to describe FV: “amazing”.  Luis P: best spot on campus 
library because it’s peaceful; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens because I learned a lot 
about flowers; specials memory drawing a chair in Art; will miss Ms. Perry, single word 
to describe FV: “happy”.  Talia: best part of being a 5th grader clubs; favorite field trip was 
mountain & beach because beautiful scenery and fun bus trip; specials memory making 
clay tile in Art that symbolized NC; will miss kind teachers, single word to describe 
FV: “amazing”.  Kevin: best part of being a 5th grader thanks to Mr. Kelly I know how to 
multiply fractions; best spot on campus outside; favorite field trip was Civil War field trip; 
specials memory  chair drawing in Art; word to describe FV: “thank you very much I’ll 
miss the school”.  Yasmin: best part of being a 5th grader learning new things; best spot 
on campus soccer field; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials memory drawing a 
chair in Art; will miss the teachers and the school, single word to describe FV: “Awesome”.     

    Ray: favorite field trip was 
Sportsplex; specials memory   
Basketball game in PE; single 
word to describe FV: “1 ”.

 

Vincent:  best part of being a 5th grader getting to do more 
on field trips; best spot on campus soccer field because 
it’s so much larger than the one at my old school; favorite 
field trip was Sportsplex because I love skating (I play 
hockey ever Saturday); specials memory  learning to play 
the ukulele; will miss the teachers and the fun on the 
soccer fields.  Manav:  the best part of being a 5th grader 
respect; best spot on campus library; favorite field trip 
was stone mountain; specials memory was art project on 
chair, bottle, basket still life, will miss friends and teachers;  
single word to describe FV: “Legacy!”  Wilver: best part of 
being a 5th grader being role model to kindergarteners; 
best spot on campus soccer field because I want to play 
professional some day; favorite field trip was mountains; 
specials memory  Battleship in PE; will miss the teachers 
and my friends, single word to describe FV: “great school, 
I recommend it”. Emmet: best part of being a 5th grader 
clubs; best spot on campus the library because I love books; 
favorite field trip was the mountain trip because we got 
to hike a lot and eat lunch on a big dome-shaped rock; 
specials memory gardening in the courtyard; will miss 
the awesome teachers and library, single word to describe 
FV: “Awesome!”.  Mauricio: best part of being a 5th grader 
learning new stuff I like and knowing we are at the top; 
best spot on campus ; favorite field trip was  Bennet Place; 
specials memory  the Circles Project in Art; single word 
to describe FV: “amazing”. Wenyang: best part of being a 
5th grader learning new things; will miss my teachers and 
friends, single word to describe FV: “friendship”. Osmin: best 
part of being a 5th grader the teachers and the kids in 5th 
grade are awesome ; best spot on campus the music room 
because of all the instruments; favorite field trip was 
Bennett Place because of all the history; specials memory  
battleship in PE; will miss the people, single word to 
describe Forest View: “Amazing!!!”. 

Catherine: best spot on campus art room or gym; favorite field trip was Stone Mountain; specials 
memory any ink pen project; will miss everyone, single word to describe FV: “fruitful”.  Lauryn: best part of 
being a 5th grader when I was little I always wondered what it would be like to be on Falcon Patrol, now 
I’m able to do that; best spot on campus library; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials memory 
music with Ms. Davis and all of the chorus events; will miss my teachers, single word to describe FV: 
“diverse”.  Betty: best part of being a 5th grader looking back and laughing at my thoughts about 5th 
graders when I was in kindergarten; best spot on campus Ms. Flowers’ room because I love the warm 
feeling of that cozy, cluttered room; favorite field trip was Week at the Creek; specials I always kept my 
fingers crossed that we’d play 4-way capture the flag in PE; will miss our class, especially Ms. Lombardo, 
single word to describe FV: “unforgettable”.  Jenifer: best spot on campus library; specials memory starting 
to play the recorder; will miss the teachers, single word to describe FV: “amazing”.  Luis: best spot on 
campus soccer fields because soccer is popular and lots of kids play; favorite field trip was  Duke Gardens; 
specials memory playing the ukulele; will miss the teachers , single word to describe Forest View: 
“amazing”.  Haley: best spot on campus the art room is awesome; favorite field trip was Bennett Place; 
specials memory jump roping in PE; will miss all the teachers.  Flyn: best part of being a 5th grader more 
responsibility; best spot on campus the garden; favorite field trip was  walking at the creek; specials memory drawing the shoe or the project with all 
the dots; will miss the garden, single word to describe FV: “educational”.  Ares: best part of being a 5th grader work is harder; best spot on campus library 
because I love to read all types of books; specials memory drawing the basket and chair in Art; will miss my friends and teachers, single word to describe 
FV: “fun”.  Daphne: best part of being a 5th grader the freedom, you get treated like an adult; best spot on campus library—it’s a room full of untold 
stories; favorite field trip was  planetarium—it was fun looking at stars; specials memory the circles project in Art; will miss the  different countries 
of people at this school, single word to describe FV: “unforgettable”.  Ryan: best part of being a 5th grader boot camp because you get taught by different 
teachers; best spot on campus soccer field; favorite field trip was the beach in 4th grade because we got to go to aquarium; specials memory making clay 
squares in Art; will miss the  PE games, single word to describe FV: “awesome”.  Jahnee’: best part of being a 5th grader getting ready for middle 
school ; best spot on campus art room because you can be as creative as you can be; favorite field trip was civil war field trip because it felt like we went 
back in time; specials memory the flag game in PE; will miss my friend and teachers, single word to describe FV: “best”.  Rudy: best part of being a 5th 
grader being the oldest in the school; best spot on campus the soccer field because I love to play soccer at recess; favorite field trip was the beach; 
specials memory tug of war in PE because you get to be on a team and go against a class or a group of friends; will miss my teachers, single word to 
describe FV: “Fun”.  Mariana:  best part of being a 5th grader fun stuff; best spot on campus the gym; favorite field trip was the mountains; specials 
memory Pacman in PE; will miss my great group of friends, single word to describe FV: “obliging”.  Cyrus: specials memory  playing the ukulele in music; 
single word to describe FV: “can’t think of just one”.  Marina: best spot on campus music room; favorite field trip was mountains; specials memory  
painting the chair in Art; will miss teachers, single word to describe FV: “amazing”.  Brandy: best part of being a 5th grader the field trips and new 
things we learned and that we never got bored; best spot on campus library; favorite field trip was  Week at the Creek because we got to explore 

nature; specials memory  learning the ukulele; will miss the  3rd – 5th grade teachers because they taught me a lot, 
single word to describe FV: “wonderful”.  Luis: best spot on campus soccer fields because my friends get along with 
each other so well out there; favorite field trip was  Sportsplex; specials memory battleship in PE; will miss the 
teachers, single word to describe FV: “beautiful”.  Antoinette: best part of being a 5th grader clubs; favorite field 
trip was creek week because of all the fun things we get to do; specials memory clay project in Art; single word to 
describe FV: “fun”.  Julia: best part of being a 5th grader being the oldest and you have a lot more freedom because 
we get to choose clubs and walk down the halls by ourselves; best spot on campus Ms. Tichnor’s classroom; favorite 
field trip was mountains; specials memory the Chair, Bottle, and Basket Project in art; will miss the  teachers, 
single word to describe FV: “Awesome”.  Tristan: best part of being a 5th grader being a role model; best spot on 
campus soccer field; favorite field trip was civil war; specials memory learning the ukulele in music ; will miss the 
nice teachers , single word to describe FV: “fun”.  Liliana: best part of being a 5th grader respect; best spot on 
campus the big playground; favorite field trip was Museum of Life and Science; specials memory  learning the 
recorder; will miss the nice teachers, shout out to Ms. Tichnor and Ms. B, single word to describe FV: “fun”.  Oscar: 
best part of being a 5th grader clubs; best spot on campus Gym; favorite field trip was Duke Gardens; specials 
memory playing the ukulele; will miss friends, single word to describe Forest View: “fun”. Ava: best part of being a 
5th grader the teachers don’t treat us like little kids; best spot on campus art room is where awesome stuff 
happens-- I feel like I belong there; favorite field trip was  zoo in kindergarten; will miss the miss the big tree 
in the middle of the playground… now it’s just a boring stump, single word to describe FV: “different”.  Aa’liya: best 
part of being a 5th grader everything except EOGs; best spot on campus media center; favorite field trip was Duke 

Gardens; will miss everything, single word to describe FV: “wonderful”. Wenyang: best part of being a 5th grader learning new things; will miss my 
teachers and friends, single word to describe FV: “friendship”.  

We asked our 5th graders: (1) the best part of being a 5th grader, (2) 
their favorite spot on campus, (3) their favorite field trip, (4) their 
favorite specials memory, (5) what they’ll miss most, and (6) a single 
word to describe their time at Forest View. Here’s what they said:


